Upcoming Bestsellers

Comming March 2022

The Match
Harlan Coben

A Relative Murder
Jude Deveraux

Fear Thy Neighbors
Fern Michaels

Run, Rose, Run
Dolly Parton & James Patterson

What Happened to the Bennetts
Lisa Scottoline

High Stakes
Danielle Steel

A Safe House
Stuart Woods
Upcoming Bestsellers

**Dream Town**
David Baldacci

**Death of the Black Widow**
James Patterson

**Three Debts Paid**
Anne Perry

**The Investigator**
John Sandford

**Beautiful**
Danielle Steel

**The Baxters**
Karen Kingsbury
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The Lioness
Chris Bohjalian

Sound of Darkness
Heather Graham

22 Seconds
James Patterson

Nightwork
Nora Roberts

The Summer Place
Jennifer Weiner

Sparring Partners
John Grisham
Upcoming Bestsellers

The Hotel Nantucket
Elin Hilderbrand

The Girl Who Survived
Lisa Jackson

A Face to Die For
Iris Johansen

Escape
James Patterson

Suspects
Danielle Steel
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The 6:20 Man
David Baldacci

Chrysalis
Lincoln Child

Listen To Me
Tess Gerritsen

Aura of Night
Heather Graham

The Best Is Yet to Come
Debbie Macomber

Shattered
James Patterson

Portrait of an Unknown Woman
Daniel Silva

Rising Tiger
Brad Thor
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Reckoning
Catherine Coulter

Collateral Damage
J.A. Jance

The Ninth Month
James Patterson

The Challenge
Danielle Steel

Black Dog
Stuart Woods